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100 Examples of 

Exclamatory Sentences

1- I can't believe he said that!

2- I'm so excited for the party 

tonight!

3- That was a close call.

4- I'm so proud of you!

5- Wow, that was amazing!

6- Oh no, what happened?

7- Congrats on your new job!

8- I'm so sorry to hear that.

9- Good luck on your test!

10- I'll be there in a minute!

11- Hold on, let me help you.

12- Sorry, I didn't mean to hurt 

your feelings.

13- No way, that can't be true!

14- Yes! I did it!

15- I don't know what to do.

16- Do you need any help?

17- That was a great game!

18- Thanks for your help.

19- I'm so bored.

20- I can't wait to see you!

21- Hurry up, we're going to be!

22- I'm so tired.

23- I love you.

24- Happy birthday!

25- Merry Christmas!

26- Congratulations!

27- Get well soon!

28- Good luck!

29- Thank you!

30- You're welcome
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31- I'm so thirsty.

32- I'm so full.

33- I'm so hungry.

34- I'm so cold.

35- I'm so hot.

36- I need to use the restroom.

37- Can you please turn off the 

light?

38- Can you please turn on the 

air conditioning?

39- Can you please turn down 

the heat?

40- Wow, it's freezing in here!

41- Wow, it's so hot in here!

42- That was a close call.

43- I'm so proud of you.

44- I'm so sorry.

45- I forgive you.

46- Thank you.

47- You're welcome.

48- Excuse me.

50- No offense.

51- None taken.

52- Sorry about that.

53- My bad.

54- Oops!

55- I did it!

56- Yes!

57- No.

58- Maybe.

59- I don't know.

60- I'm not sure.
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61- Let me think about it.

62- I need help.

63- Can you help me?

64- Do you want to help me?

65- I don't know how to do this.

66- That's easy!

67- That's hard.

68- I don't understand.

69- Can you explain it to me?

70- Can you show me how to

do it?

71- I'm lost.

72- Where are we?

73- What's that?

74- Who are you?

75- I'm scared.

76- Help!

77- Call the police!

78- Stop! Thief!

79- Fire!

80- I don't feel well.

81- I'm hurt.

82- I think I'm going to vomit.

83- I'm going to faint.

84- I feel dizzy.

85- My head hurts.

86- I have a headache.

87- I have a fever.

88- I'm coughing.

89- I'm sneezing.

90- I have a cold.


